The pictures requested for the History of SSA in Protective Security Branch are:

1. Complete staff of officer personnel (9 Officers)

Traffic Analysis

1. A clerk or clerks in process of logging traffic. (Page copy and overseas reports)
2. A clerk or clerks in process of making traffic flow compilations. (IBM runs and red charts)
3. A clerk or clerks constructing traffic flow graphs and multiple addressee message breakdowns.
4. Officer and civilian analysts discussing material for final analysis with training aids and maps on wall as back ground.

Traffic Control Section

1. A clerk or clerks in the process of preparing control traffic. (Page copy and teletype tape)
2. A clerk in the process of using traffic logs and IBM runs.
3. An officer in the process of displaying the training aids.
4. A draftsman preparing operational graphs and large training aids.
5. Control clerk in the process of releasing a control message for encryption and transmission.